The Carrier Ductless Solution

EXPERTISE
Built on Willis Carrier’s invention of modern air conditioning in 1902, Carrier is a world leader in creating, manufacturing and promoting high performance heating, air-conditioning and refrigeration solutions. We continually build upon our history of proven innovation with new products and services bringing you new ways to more efficiently, more quietly and more conveniently heat and cool your space.

CUSTOMIZED COMFORT
Whole-home comfort can seem difficult to achieve, but Carrier provides solutions based on your specific needs.

Single zone heat pumps and air conditioners can be installed so that one indoor unit connects to one outdoor compressor.

Need to bring complete comfort control to more than one room in your home? Multi-zone systems allow one outdoor compressor to power up to nine indoor units, each separately controlled by a wireless remote. This offers you flexible options for configuring your comfort solutions.

FLEXIBILITY
From bedrooms to garages, Ductless systems provide comfort anywhere it’s needed. No ductwork? Hot or cold spots? No problem. Ductless has got you covered. Ductless systems come in all shapes and sizes, flexible enough to work however you need them.

EFFICIENCY
Carrier Ductless heating and cooling solutions provide efficient ways to keep you comfortable at home. Energy-efficient systems can reduce your energy usage and monthly utility bills over the lifetime of your system.

EXPAND Your Comfort to New Places.

Versatile Ductless Systems Fit Practically Any Need.

Use Ductless so you don’t waste energy and money heating or cooling an unoccupied room.

ENERGY STAR® certified models
Carrier has a full line of Ductless offerings to choose from.

Carrier® Inverter Technology
Ductless systems from Carrier use Inverter technology, operating at variable speeds, which results in more even temperature control, greater energy efficiency and a longer system life. The compressor speed adjusts automatically, depending on the refrigerant flow and temperature control, so the system isn’t constantly running at maximum capacity and only draws energy when it’s needed.

Extreme Comfort Performance
In the search for more comfort, Carrier® Ductless delivers in more ways than one. You will experience excellent heating when outdoor temperatures are down to -22°F and cooling when outdoor temperatures are up to 130°F. With that level of performance, it’s easy to imagine the ideal comfort you will enjoy on a daily basis.
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